
 

Lesson Plan: Music & Me 
Program Overview 
Program Objective/Learning Outcomes:  Students will learn how to explore and identify elements of 
music. By the end of this program, students will be able to communicate ideas regarding rhythm and 
pitch, communicate ideas regarding dynamics, identify different kinds of instruments, and collaborate in 
group settings to sing music. 
 
Vocabulary:  
Music vocabulary will include: 
Steady Beat 
Pitch (High, Medium, Low) 
Sing 
Play [Instrument] 
Soft 
Loud 
Flute 
Oboe 
Clarinet 
Bassoon 
Horn 
Trumpet 
Trombone 
Tuba 
Violin 
Viola 
Cello 
Bass 
Harp 
Piano 
Percussion 
Drum 
 
Materials:  Performing musician, variety of instruments, music stand.  
 
15 minutes 
INTRODUCTION/PERFORMANCE DEMO (2 min.) 
Teaching Artists will begin performing immediately as students enter, to capture attention: 

 Excerpts of programmatic classical music 

 Children’s songs (Twinkle, ABCs, Itsy Bitsy Spider, etc.) 
 
INSTRUMENT EXPLANATION (5 min.) 
Teaching artist will introduce instrument: 

 Explain how the instrument makes sound 

 Display the instrument’s pitch and dynamic ranges 
Teaching artist will “quiz” the students by asking if a pitch is high or low, if a dynamic is soft or loud. 
 
 



 

OPTION A: GROUP SINGALONG (5 min.) 
Teaching artist will lead students in a singing 
collaboration: 

 Perform familiar children’s songs for the 
group 

 Have students sing songs together 
BONUS: The ultimate test is if the students can tap 
a steady beat while singing along. 
 

OPTION B: STEADY BEAT EXPLANATION (5 min.) 
Teaching artist will introduce concept of steady 
beat: 

 Take students through exercise of all 
tapping the same rhythm together 

 Have students tap with a steady beat while 
teaching artist performs 

Teaching artist will “quiz” the students by having 
students tap a steady beat as the teaching artist 
performs. 
 

 
 
REFLECTION (3 min.) 
Reflection on what was learned: 

 What instrument is this? 

 Is this a high pitch or a low pitch? 

 Can we keep a steady beat? 

 Let’s all sing one more time! 
 


